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Technology moves
Murray forward
Diversification helped Murray Engineering boost its
revenue during the resources downturn, and the business is
now hoping its technology focus will create future growth.
VARIETY: Craig Lindsay-Rae says a diversified offering has allowed the company to grow. Photos: Gabriel Oliveira
Tayler Neale

tayler.neale@businessnews.com.au
TECHNOLOGY enabling the
autonomous operation of heavy
machinery from half a world
away is the type of cutting-edge
development one would expect
to have emerged from a tech hub
such as California’s Silicon Valley.
It’s somewhat surprising, therefore, to learn that a mining services
business from Pinjarra, south of
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It has been tested and used to

as this technology is location,

operate machinery at a mine site
in Canada from Murray’s headquarters, about 18,000 kilometres
away.

brand and machine type-agnos-

The company is currently using
the technology at a number of
mining projects in Western
Australia, including Ramelius
Resources’ Water Tank Hill gold
mine.
And chief executive Craig
Lindsay-Rae is confident it is

Perth, has just launched the product it believes is a world first.
Murray Engineering has
officially released the new technology in conjunction with

capable of being rolled out for
underground mines or openpit operations that require
‘geofencing’ and collision

Canada-based mining automation
business Hard-Line.

“We think the impact on the
mining industry will be massive,

avoidance.

tic,” Mr Lindsay-Rae told Business
News.
“One of the advantages is
therefore an open selection as
to from where you would like to
operate and whom you would
choose to operate, as its built-in
artificial intelligence generates
a permission algorithm to detect
the operator’s skills.”
Mr Lindsay-Rae said another
benefit was the ability to train
machinery operators from
overseas.
“This is not to replace people;
it’s to make the utilisation of
human capital more efficient,”
he said.

ARE YOU
WORRIED
ABOUT
INTERNET
SECURITY?

Its built-in artificial
intelligence generates a
permission algorithm to detect the
operator’s skills

- Craig Lindsay-Rae

“It’s not to replace local employment; in fact what it is doing is
transferring skills.”
The mining services business

Melbourne,” Mr Lindsay-Rae
said.
“Right now, there are excellent systems that are utilised

also has plans to integrate virtual
reality into its new offering.
“The next step may be to control machines through virtual
reality – we plan to demonstrate

in various areas of mining;
you have telemetric systems,
proximity detections systems,

that at the International Mining
and Resources Conference in

collision avoidance systems, control systems and communication
systems.
“But they’re not integrated.

7KHFRVWRIF\EHUFULPHLVH[SHFWHGWRUHDFKWULOOLRQ
DQQXDOO\E\ȂWULSOHZKDWLWLVQRZ$FOHDULQGLFDWLRQ
WKDWWKLQJVDUHRQO\JRLQJWRJHWZRUVH

When was the last time you checked
your IT systems for vulnerabilities?
4ELWDUHRHULQJD)5((Ζ7$8'Ζ7WR3HUWKEXVLQHVVHV
:HZLOOSLQSRLQWDQ\YXOQHUDELOLWLHVZLWKLQ\RXUV\VWHPDQG
SURYLGH\RXZLWKDIUHHZULWWHQDXGLW
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GLOBAL: The new technology allows autonomous operation from 18,000 kilometres away.
“It would be incredible to be
able to have all of that remotely
located in an operations centre,
but it’s the integration of all of
those different codes that is the
real challenge for industry.
“And Murray Engineering,
down here in sleepy Pinjarra, is
determined to crack that.”
The business is forecasting
revenue of about $110 million for
2018, more than double its performance in 2015.
Part of the Byrnecut group,
Murray Engineering has more
than 400 employees working
across five service divisions –
products and hire, mechanical,
pumping, electrical, and control
systems.
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110m

$

FORECAST
REVENUE
FOR 2018

Mr Lindsay-Rae said this wide
offering had served the business
extremely well during the recent
slowdown in the mining sector.
“It is unique in the resources
industry to be able to procure
all those services from a single
organisation,” he said.
“Our desire is to be that single
point of supply to the resources
industry at large.”

He said the diversification also

SERVICES: Murray’s headquarters are in Pinjarra, about
90 kilometres south of Perth.

aided the company’s technology

And it runs a mining services
branch in Mongolia, with oper-

“We did have to make some
changes to the culture of SRO to

focus.
“I suppose we have a bit of a
unique advantage in that we are
operating machines,” Mr Lind-

ations throughout Asia, Africa
and Europe.
In 2015, Murray Engineering
purchased electrical engineering

suit our group.”
He said there were also some
financial challenges associated with
the acquisition, but SRO was now pro-

say-Rae said.
“We own and operate, and we
are providing those services to a
whole host of clients worldwide.
“In order to have an advantage
in terms of technology, it’s always
useful to be able to own and oper-

business SRO as part of its east
coast expansion, and Mr Lindsay-Rae acknowledged the
integration process provided
some hurdles.
“When you look at an acquisition and you look at integration,

viding a profit to the group, with $25
million in revenue expected in 2018.
“Because we are conservative,
we expense goods that would
ordinarily be capitalised by other
groups,” Mr Lindsay-Rae said.
“It’s hard on cash and it’s hard

ate and you can really speak from
a point of strength.”
Murray Engineering has also
expanded its network of branches
across the country, with facilities
in Queensland, South Australia

people traditionally have a look
at the financial figures and the
marketing implications,” he said.
“But the difficulty is how it
will culturally be able to be integrated, and that’s always difficult

on profits, initially, but down the
line, and that’s why is it’s good to
be privately owned, we don’t need
to make short-term decisions.
“We know what the cycles are
like and we can make decisions

and NSW, along with Kalgoorlie.

to measure.

according to that.”
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MAJOR INVESTMENT
IN WORKSHOP
EXTENSIONS
Murray Engineering is investing $2
million in new facilities at its worldclass Pinjarra workshop complex
to bring all fabrication and machine
rebuild finishing in-house via the
addition of a blast shed and expanded
under-cover construction area.
The new blast shed, featuring a state-ofthe-art, Australian-made Burwell blasting
system, brings all construction steelwork
and equipment rebuild preparation activity
in-house for the first time, enhancing quality
and delivery control as demand for Murray’s
fabrication and machine rebuild services continues to grow.
Mechanical manager Shane Dunn says establishment of a complete one-stop-shop with the
addition of the blast shed and eight new light fabrication bays will enable Murray to keep up
with surging demand, which has doubled in the past two years. As well as the Burwell blasting
unit, Murray is adding a pipe bender press and CNC band saw.
“The demand for blasting has gone up by 100% and our external suppliers have found it hard
to keep up,” he says.“We blast a lot of our process steel for construction, and strip all the
[rebuild] machines down to the chassis and do all the spray-paint preparation, including the
blasting and crack testing, etc. The shot material is made from recycled steel, and is continually
separated and reused after blasting, making the process efficient.
“Having a one-stop-shop gives us complete control over lead times and quality, and
prioritisation of jobs.”
Murray Engineering, which has more than 280 people working at
the 55,000sq.m Pinjarra complex, currently has a double
shift doing fabrication work, and about three
months’ work ahead of it.
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Dunn says the expansion will increase capacity by about 30% and decrease lead time by 30%,
while adding 12 new jobs.
Murray Engineering managing director Craig Lindsay-Rae says the company’s recent SCA
(Steelwork Compliance Australia) certification makes it one of only three companies in Western
Australia with the accreditation.
“Following on from this, we are confident we can attain CC3 certification, which is a
certification to conduct higher risk, more complex work.” Only nine companies Australia-wide
have this certification.
“Bringing the blasting process back in-house will enable us to govern the preparation of
painting surfaces with our ISO 9001 certification, and use our own trained team,” Lindsay-Rae
says.
“This eliminates any wait time between paint preparation and spray painting, streamlining the
whole process and enables us to achieve a higher quality finish.”
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HARD-LINE FITS EASILY
WITH MURRAY
ENGINEERING’S
SAFETY FOCUS
A heavyweight technology
partnership between Murray
Engineering, part of the major
Byrnecut mining services group, and
leading Canadian-based heavy-machine
control and automation specialist HardLine, has been formally launched, with
Murray now providing comprehensive
support for Hard-Line products in Australasia,
Africa and the Middle East.
Established by former underground mine heavy
equipment mechanic, Walter Siggelkow in 1996, Hard-Line has worked with some of the world’s
top mining companies to deliver safe, reliable equipment control solutions.
Today the company has more than 130 employees working mainly across the Americas to
support Siggelkow’s “boots on the ground” approach to developing and supplying advanced
control technology.
“That is partly why we have partnered with Murray Engineering,” says the founder.
“We prefer to have that direct, local presence and Murray certainly provides that for us now in
territories where we have not had it before.”
Murray Engineering has a nationwide presence in Australia and recently established an offshore
base in Mongolia. Through its connection with Byrnecut, it has provided services in Africa and
Europe.
As a leading underground mining contractor in the large Australian hard-rock
market, and also in sub-Saharan Africa and other parts of the world,
Byrnecut has been at the forefront of applying modern
remote control and teleremote control systems as
it continues to set new standards in mine
safety and productivity.
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Murray Engineering managing director Craig Lindsay-Rae says the development and application
of technology is a laudable milestone achieved by many companies. But few sustain their
leadership through good support.
“With automation being applied to our systems across many continents and the successful
operations of the mines being dependent on this technology, the support from the technology
developer is paramount,” Lindsay-Rae says.
“Our technology partner clearly differentiates in this area, providing at-the-face engineering.
“It is refreshing to work with a partner who recognises that the application of technology is not
homogenous and has adapted programs according to different geographical locations.”
Hard-Line has sustained a strong focus on hardware and software R&D to build its technology
advantage. It has completed automation, tele-operation and radio remote control projects
involving drills, trucks, rock breakers, LHDs, dozers, trains and a range of utility and specialised
machines. “Hard-Line’s flexibility has always been a differentiator,” says Siggelkow.
“We are the manufacturer of the technology; we do all the design, software development and
R&D. It gives us the ability to customise the technology to suit our customer’s specific needs,
and production goals. We train their people to optimise the use of the technology, to increase
throughput, safely and efficiently, and increase asset utilisation.
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“We have always sought to work as a technology partner with other businesses, to
provide them with a reliable product but also participate in the transfer of maintenance,
troubleshooting, etc knowledge to their personnel.
“Continuous improvement of the technology has come from face-to-face meetings with endusers to ensure we are able to achieve their results and goals. “We certainly understand the
importance of the people working around these machines in mining.
“Our employees have family in the mining industry. We want to keep them safe in all types of
industrial operations, not just mining.”
Murray Engineering automation and control manager, George Priest says Hard-Line’s products
are robust, easy to use, and original-equipment agnostic. Hard-Line’s latest Teleop Auto system
delivers 2D and 3D views, with “real-time” operator control achievable when the system is
coupled to fibre or standard Wi-Fi communication networks. Priest says with such networks in
place, the Hard-Line system provides autonomous, semi-autonomous and remote operating
capabilities.
“It is a non-brand specific, non-machine specific system that delivers maximum operating
transparency, and no programmatic restrictions for us as the product support group,” Priest
says.
“Many systems are programmable and restricted; components cannot be different brands.
Hard-Line provides a distinct advantage there.”
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A state-of-the-art 3D viewing station and optics [link to Hard-Line video] deliver high resolution
data and mapping images, with “3D localisation under all operating conditions”, says Priest.
This is optimised with the aid of Hard-Line’s 3D scanning technology. Siggelkow says low
latency continues to be a problem in underground mine machine control, particularly where the
video element is added for tele-operation, and/or semi-autonomous or autonomous operation is
in play.
“Imagine driving a car and turning the wheel, but the car doesn’t move until one or two
seconds after the action was taken,” he says.“It’s noticeable.“With our system having almost
no operating latency, your eyes don’t even notice the delay. With close-to-real-time video feeds
and feedback, operations and users can implement short-interval control measures to address
issues during the shift, rather than at the end of shift.”
Murray Engineering’s Lindsay-Rae says the company’s partner selection process involved
thorough due diligence. Hard-Line’s investment in cutting-edge 3D technology as the basis of
system control, plus its investment in in-house manufacturing of printed circuit boards, were
key elements that made it a standout.
Siggelkow says Hard-Line has worked with partners, such as Murray Engineering, to ensure its
products meet all local regulations and standards.
“We are excited about this partnership,” he says.“The company and its internal R&D team have
been collaborating with a range of parties on the next generation of advanced control systems
for mining.“We will continue to work with the industry and our partners to ensure a safe and
productive work environment.”
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MURRAY MINING
SERVICES
MONGOLIA OPEN
Rising investment in infrastructure
around Mongolia’s South Gobi
mega-mines, and other emerging
projects in the resource-rich country,
are firing the optimism of the strong
leadership team at the newly formed
Murray Mining Services Mongolia
(MMS). Experienced business and mining
executive Batkhuu Dorj says the company
has a unique base on which to build a major
Mongolia mining service house.
Chief executive officer Batkhuu Dorj says MMS
is set to open its new Khan Bogd workshop less
than 20km from the Oyu Tolgoi mine-gate in August this year. The 720-square-metre facility
will complement its main workshop at Ulaanbaatar. Already the firm and its 40 or so employees
are working on electrical, pumping, fabrication, engineering and drafting projects for a range of
clients.
MMS, owned 50-50 by Australia’s Murray Engineering and South Gobi Development
Corporation, has been in operation since May. Murray, part of the internationally renowned
Byrnecut Group, and South Gobi Development Corp did a thorough assessment of Mongolia’s
mining and infrastructure market before committing to the new venture.
“Mongolia has rich natural resources that are again arousing a high level of interest among
investors,” Batkhuu says. “Murray Mining Services has a great opportunity and is positioned
to grow with the expected expansion of mining projects and the development of basic
infrastructure.
“There are two current mega projects in the South Gobi region in the Oyu Tolgoi
copper-gold and Tavan Tolgoi coal mines. They will play a significant role in
Mongolia’s future development.
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“There will be large supporting infrastructure projects around these mega projects, including
power plants, railways, processing plants, water supply and local community development
projects.”
Mongolia is also seeing renewed international investment in its copper, gold, molybdenum, zinc,
tungsten, iron ore, uranium, fluorspar and other minerals. MMS chief operating officer Gonzalo
Sanchez, an experienced boiler maker and fabrication business manager who spent four years
with Mongolia Komatsu dealer Transwest and was then involved in the formation of South Gobi
Development Corp, says strong growth in the country’s mining sector over the past 10-15 years
has been punctuated only by the global slowdown in the industry between 2014 and 2016.
“The policies and investment laws are more favourable for investment now and with the
government taking this very seriously they are only getting better investors and bigger
investments made,” Sanchez says.
“New investment in infrastructure such as the power plants and road projects in the eastern
region will increase the attraction of mining in the area.
“We also see that, with the standard of fabrication and assembly work that can be achieved
here, and by applying Murray standards in the operation, we will have an opportunity to
produce export-quality products in Mongolia for supply in the region.”
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Indeed, MMS aims to emulate the success of the giant Oyu Tolgoi operation near Khan Bogd by
training and developing a large, skilled labour force equipped to do machine maintenance, remanufacturing, and final assemblies for local mines and possibly operations further afield.
“Today 96% of Oyu Tolgoi employees are Mongolians and we very proud to see them running
the world-class mine,” Batkhuu says.
Murray Engineering managing director Craig Lindsay-Rae says the new Mongolia enterprise
made a lot of sense as Murray’s first offshore venture. The world-class engineering,
maintenance and fabrication business has operations around Australia.
“Mongolia is a democracy which is politically close to Australia and, like Australia, the country is
resource rich. The Mongolian people have a great work ethic,” Lindsay-Rae says.
“Now is a good time for this venture because we have prominent partners who are committed
to the South Gobi Region where the Oyu Tolgoi mine is situated.
“We were particularly impressed with the commercial and technical knowhow of the key
managers of our partner company in Mongolia, and we have an excellent cultural fit. We look
for synergy in culture in any investment we make, and that includes being customer-focused
and being able to ensure we have homogenous quality and service standards across the globe,
and all this we see being achieved in Mongolia.”
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Batkhuu, who has more than 20 years of direct experience in Mongolia’s mineral exploration
and mining sector, as well as a background in accounting and corporate finance, is highly
enthused about prospects for regional development and expansion of MMS.
A former president of Mongolia’s JCI organisation, part of the worldwide JCI young leaders and
entrepreneurs network, Batkhuu says the opportunity to develop the skills and qualifications
of local people in the South Gobi region in association with an international group widely
recognised for its successes in this area, is particularly appealing.
MMS currently has three hectares of land around the 720sq.m workshop, giving it plenty of
room to grow. “This is our first workshop and in the future we will have more for different
purposes as MMS has several operating units,” Batkhuu says.
Sanchez started working as a boilermaker trade assistant in Brisbane, Australia, when he
was 17. He went on to work for various leading small engineering and fabrication firms, such
as Kador Engineering, Austin Engineering and Jaws Buckets. These companies have grown
internationally on their domestic connections with mining and resources and Sanchez sees a
similar opportunity emerging in Mongolia.
“The new workshop will have an initial focus on pump re-manufacturing and service, and we
can expand that in future to include fabrication and electrical maintenance,” he says.
“All this can be done by locals with training from Murray to ensure world-class standards of
work and service.
“This is a venture combining Australian and Mongolian enterprise and energy that I think has a
great future.”
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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT
Max Ong
Innovation &
Technology Manager
Pinjarra WA
Experienced aerospace and marine engineer, Dr
Max Ong believes the mining industry is sitting in
a “sweet spot” as it moves faster into a period of
technology-led change.
Dr Ong, who has joined leading Australian mining
and construction services firm Murray Engineering as
innovation and technology manager, says miners have shown in recent times that they can use
automation technologies such as advanced control and real-time data systems effectively to
improve safety and productivity in a well regulated and often harsh operating environment.
“I’ve come from the aerospace sector where, particularly in market segments such as defence,
they are already using complex autonomous systems in mission critical operations with great
outcomes. The technologies being used, as advanced as they are, are inherently slower to
evolve across the industrial and commercial sectors because of regulatory compliance issues,”
Dr Ong says. “I’ve also developed and operated various autonomous unmanned technologies
in the marine space where the vastness of the oceans presents almost limitless application
freedom, but you have the problem of data communications – it is often impossible to retrieve
data in real time.
“I would see these as two extremes of automation, for example, where you have extreme
regulation next to really fast technology advancement, and then a lack of regulation in an area
where there are limits to how fast technology can be deployed because of the environment.
“Mining is unique and sits in the middle. It’s often a harsh environment, but not too harsh.
There are certain safety and regulatory considerations, but nothing like in the
aerospace industry.
“In mining we have a very good sweet spot to really
innovate and turn cutting-edge concepts
into reality for our customers.”
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Murray Engineering is part of the Byrnecut group, which includes one of the world’s largest
underground mining contract service businesses, as well as global consulting and engineering
arms. The group has invested in modern equipment and advanced technologies over 30
years to maintain its position as a safe, cost-competitive provider of mine development and
operations services, worldwide.
Its long-term focus on innovation has seen high levels of internal investment maintained, but
the group has also forged important external partnerships and the latest, through Murray
Engineering, with Canada’s Hard-Line Solutions, adds an unrivaled control and automation
technology suite to its expanding innovation and technology business focus.
“Murray has a very strong vision to use advanced automation and data technologies to improve
operational performance, safety and efficiency,” Dr Ong says. “I think communicating big data
wirelessly across machines and assets in the underground mining environment has always been
very difficult. There is no question about how much value you can derive from the data itself,
and also the analysis of operational and machine-condition data to gain insight from intelligence
and to drive better production and maintenance outcomes.
“But you do need a lot of underlying technologies in place to make that happen, from
communications infrastructure to reliable on-board systems, and that hasn’t really come
together until maybe the last couple of years. “Safe, efficient, robust and dependable
technology is our priority. Murray Engineering is not introducing technology for the sake of
having a hand in the technology shift in the industry. There is a clear objective of using the
technology to improve the bottom line of customers, and that certainly starts with safety and
efficiency measures.”
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Malaysian-born Dr Ong spent most of his academic and professional life in the UK conducting
strategic R&D for Rolls-Royce plc with focus on Aero, Marine, Power and Defence sectors which
included projects for Airbus, BAE and the MoD. He gained his Bachelor of Engineering degree
(with Honours in Control and Computer Systems) at the University of Sheffield’s Department
of Automatic Control & Systems Engineering, in the UK. During his time with Rolls-Royce he
completed a PhD Doctorate and became a certified PRINCE2 Project Management Professional.
Dr Ong is an accredited member of the London-based Institution of Engineering & Technology,
the Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers in the USA and the Australian Institute of
Company Directors.
During his time in Australia to date he has been certified by Norway’s Kongsberg Maritime
group as an autonomous drone pilot and maintenance engineer. Some of his technological
innovations have been instrumented onto unmanned maritime drones by Liquid Robotics, a
successful Silicon Valley based naval contractor.
Before joining Murray Engineering he worked as CTO of a specialist data and satellite
communications company in Perth where he had significant exposure to the mining industry in
Australia.
“So I think I bring to Murray a lot of new knowledge that the company can benefit from.
“In the engineering space I have been involved in a lot of technical design, and implementation,
of both hardware and software, as well as the processes that enable new technologies to be
taken from concept across to implementation and real-world operation. “I’ve been keeping
an eye on the mining industry for a long time, but right now I think it’s quite an exciting time
where the industry is really starting to take up technologies that have been used for a while in
other sectors. “It’s potentially a new era for the industry when it’s actually possible to push the
limits and become safer, better and faster at what we do.
“When it comes to autonomous technologies there is a lot of complexity and that extends to
ensuring the technology does what it is introduced to do. It’s got to be reliable. “They can
be very complex systems, and they also have profound safety implications. “So I think it’s
very important what we’re doing there with Hard-Line, selecting a very reputable and reliable
partner to work with in that space. Murray will be providing all the maintenance support, as
well as knowledge support, to enable the customers to apply the technology effectively. “There
are a lot of claims being made about autonomous systems; it’s quite rampant in the consumer
vehicle market at the moment with the likes of Tesla and Google cars.
“In the mining industry of course you must have very, very robust systems. That is not just
about the technology. “The technology is important in such a harsh environment,
but so too is the knowledge and understanding of the implementation, and
the application. “That is a real key to getting the very best results
with these complex systems.”

Max’s Contact Details
Ph: +61 9550 5800
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